have been found in New York, ornaments are very rare and mostly confined to beads". The general use of silver ornaments began amongst the Iroquois. Mr. Beauchamp writes: "About the beginning of the XVIII century Iroquois taste in ornament took a decided turn. Glass and porcelain beads were still in favour but the brass and bronze ornaments began to give place to silver. The change came gradually but very decidedly and in the end affected all Indian tribes." 2 Many of these objects, however, bear silversmiths' marks and these suggest the view that such silver ornaments are not earlier than the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Some of these marks have been identified with American silversmiths, some are unidentified, but it is remarkable that many of them are the marks 1 W. M. Beauchamp, Metallic ornaments of the New York Indians (New York State Museum bulletin 73, archaeology 8, Dec., 1903) .
2 /bid., p. 74.
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of Montreal silversmiths in the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteent h century. These silver ornaments were of various kinds. A gorget found in Michigan was made by Benjamin Laver of London in 1781, other gorgets have been found with the mark of Robert Cruickshank of Montreal. The gorget was a badge of rank in the British Army, and t hese examples were presented to chiefs as marks of honour. The Indian papers of Sir William Johnson have quite a number of entries of gorgets being so presented, such as: "July 1755 to 40 silver gorgets @ 21/ for chief warriors" ; 3 "July 1755 to 1 gorget to a head warrior 26/-."
4
In the McCord Museum are a number of thin circular disks, varying from 5 inches to 8 inches in diameter. They have various geometrical piercings and are engraved with zigzag and similar patterns. These disks were worn on the breast. One of them, engraved with a flower and the name " PANDIGUE", is marked "J.T." and was probably made by Jonathan Tyler of Montreal whose partnership with Sam Flint was dissolved in 1817. An armlet with "Kanawake" scratched on the inside has the same mark as the disk. There are also several crosses and crucifixes marked "R.C." in script; these were made by Robert Cruickshank. A pair of bracelets, with engraved designs, are marked "1. Mr. G. I. Quimby, writ ing of the silver found in Michigan says: "There were selected for study 119 ornaments. . . . On 27 of these ornaments the touch marks were missing owing mostly to breakage and corrosion, although a few seem to have been unmarked. But certainly 62 articles of silver, probably 75, were manufactured in Montreal by late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century silversmiths. . . . Thus it is apparent that at least half, if not considerably more of the silver ornaments excavated from sites in Michigan are of British origin. " They are dated from 1889 to 1853. Taking all this evidence together, it gives a period for the production of these silver ornaments running from 1775, the first date we have for Robert Cruickshank, to 1858.
The heart brooches are formed of one or two intertwined hearts, surmounted by a crown. These have been variously interpreted either as representing intertwined serpents or, upside down, as "lyres". In fact they are a common European form. The examples found here were almost certainly made in Scotland where to-day they are generally known as "Luckenbooth" brooches. A note in the catalogue of the Scottish Exhibition of National History, in Glasgow in 1911, says:
The heart-shaped brooch in various forms was in use in many countries of western Europe, e.g. Scandinavia, Germany and England. In England it was one of the commonest forms in mediaeval times and was probably introduced about the XIII century. I am unable to suggest when it came into Scotland but do not consider any of the examples shown as previous to say 1700. This type of brooch is commonly known as a Luckenbooth Brooch on the supposition that they were made in the Luckenbooths that clustered round St. Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh. Sometimes they were called witch brooches, a name due to the belief that, if pinned in a child, they kept off spells. They are however love tokens, as shown by the inscriptions.
None of those found in America is inscribed, but many of the Scottish examples have initials and such mottoes as "my heart ye have thin i crave", or "I.B. I fancie non but the alon".
The masonic brooches are made up of squares, compasses, and other masonic emblems. They can have had no masonic meaning for the Indians but were simply imported with the others. A few heart brooches have been found marked R.C. showing that the Montreal silversmiths were imitating them, and incidentally, that the date at which they were in use was probably the end of the eighteenth century. When we consider that the fur traders in Montreal of the end of the eighteenth century were mainly Scotsmen, it is easy to understand how these little brooches came to be imported from Scotland.
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